**Fersa** is a Spanish Bearing Manufacturer dating back to 1968, when two family-owned companies merged to create A&S Fersa, leading later on to the establishment of Fersa Bearings.

Originally a manufacture of only high quality Tapered Roller Bearings, they have expanded into Needle Roller Bearings, Cylindrical Roller Bearings & Deep Groove Ball Bearings. **Fersa** has been a supplier to the European OEM automobile industry for over 40 years. They have produced Tapered Roller Bearings for several major manufacturers, and have clients in more 85 countries. Their world class operations are ISO 9001:1994/ Lloyds Certified, and they manufacture to ISO R355 / ANSI/AFBMA19.0/1 Standards.

**Bearings Limited** is a factory-direct authorized distributor for Fersa Bearings, and stocks over 500 different Tapered Roller Bearings sizes and configurations’ including: Inch Tapered Roller Bearing Sets & Metric Tapered Roller Bearings, such as the following series: 30200, 30300, 31300 32000X, 32200, 32300, 33000, 33200.

**Fersa** Bearings are commonly used in the following applications:
- Automotive
- Tractors & Combines
- Cultivators
- 4x4’s
- Excavators
- Trailers
- Farming Machinery
- Cranes
- Gas & Oil
- Trucks Low & Heavy
- Lifting Systems
- Dumpers

Catalog and dimensional information can be found on [www.bearingslimited.com/catalogs](http://www.bearingslimited.com/catalogs)
Additional information about Fersa can be found at [www.fersa.com/en](http://www.fersa.com/en)